In this paper, we address the problem of hand-eye calibration of a robot mounted video c amera. In a rst time, we derive a new linear formulation of the problem. This allows an algebraic analysis of the cases that usual approaches do not consider. In a second time, we extend this new formulation into an on-line hand-eye calibration method. This method allows to get rid of the calibration object required by the standard approaches and use unknown scenes instead. Finally, experimental results validate both methods.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to determine the spatial relationship between a camera mounted onto a robot Figure 1 and the robot end-e ector without using any calibration object. This spatial relationship is a rigid transformation, composed of a rotation and a translation, known as the hand-eye transformation.
The practical procedure for on-line hand-eye calibration is the following. The hand-eye device moves with known robot motions. While it moves, the camera observes an unknown rigid scene. Then, a structure from motion process determines both the camera motion and the Euclidean structure of the scene. The camera motion parameters thus extracted are combined with the known robot motions to estimate the hand-eye transformation.
This method has several advantages when compared to the standard approaches 19, 4 , 8 , 1 0 , 1 6 , 5 , 2 0 , 1 5 . The rst one is that there is no need to use a calibrated object with known geometry. One does not either need to perform 2d to 3d matching between each one of the images and the object points. On the opposite, structure from motion requires only image-to-image point tracking. Moreover, since structure from motion can accommodate with bad intrinsic camera parameters, our method is also tolerant to such camera calibration errors. Finally, the method can be used with small robot motions. Indeed, rotations are represented by their associated 3 3 orthogonal matrices, which are always de ned. On the opposite, the reduced representations, used in the standard approaches, based on the axis angle decomposition of a rotation are ill-de ned in the case of small rotations.
Notice that our method is less general than the one proposed in 21 . Indeed, the latter performs both the hand-eye calibration and the camera calibration. However, it is done to the cost of a complicated non-linear minimization whereas our method is purely linear and allows algebraic analysis.
There are two main contributions in this paper. The rst one is a new formulation of hand-eye calibration. It states the problem as a linear system, thus allowing an analysis of what can be recovered according to the type and number of camera robot motions. The second contribution is to derive from this new formulation the on-line hand-eye calibration process.
The remainder of this paper decomposes as follows. Section 2 recalls the classical formulation of hand-eye calibration and brie y describes the methods that will be used as references. Section 3 gives the new linear formulation and contains its algebraic analysis. The on-line hand-eye calibration is presented in Section 4. Section 6 concludes this work.
Classical hand-eye calibration
We present here the usual approach 19, 4 , 8 , 1 0 , 1 6 , 5, 2 0 which states that when the camera undergoes a rigid motion A = R a ; t a and the corresponding robot motion is B = R b ; t b , then they are conjugated by the hand-eye transformation X = R x ; t x : AX = XB 1 In the prior work, correspondences are established between the 3d points on the calibration object and their respective projection in each image i. From the exactly known intrinsic camera parameters, the pose i.e. position and orientation of the calibration object is then estimated P i = R i ; t i . The camera motion between image i , 1 and image i is hence obtained by simple composition: A i = P i P ,1 i,1 see Figure 2 . Finally, equation 1 is solved in several ways. We rapidly present the three methods that will be used as references.
The historical method 19 splits equation 1 applied to each motion i in two:
R ai R x = R x R bi 2 R ai t x + t ai = R x t bi + t x 3 The rst equation is solved by linear least square minimization of a system obtained by using the axis angle representation of the rotations:
Sn ai + n bi n x = n ai , n bi ; 8i = 1 ::n 4 x = 2 arctankn x k 5 where n is the number of motions; n ; are the axis and angle of the rotation R and S is the skewsymmetric matrix associated to a 3-vector. Once R x is known, the second equation is also solved with linear least squares techniques. To a void this two-stage resolution which spreads the error on the rotation estimation to translation, a nonlinear minimization method based on the representation of the rotations with unit quaternions was proposed 10 where the new notations are: q x is the quaternion associated to R x and q x is its conjugate; is a Lagrange multiplier; 1 and 2 are user-chosen weights. The rst term of this cost function provides an error on the hand-eye orientation in the quaternion space. The second term is minimized to obtain the hand-eye translation. Finally, the last term ensures that the solution q is a unit quaternion.
The last reference method is based on the unit dual quaternion representation of rigid motions 8 . Dual quaternions are formed by a coupleq = q; q 0 of quaternions, where q is the quaternion associated to the rotation R and q 0 , known as dual part, is also a quaternion and encodes the translation t. This system has a 2-dimensional kernel from which the solution is extracted by applying the unity constraint.
Note that whichever method is used, the hand-eye calibration problem intrinsically requires at least 2 motions, thereby 3 images, and these motions must have di erent rotation axes. This was shown algebraically 19 and geometrically 4 .
A new linear formulation

Formulation
The classical formulations are based on the axis angle representation of a rotation, either explicitly 10, 8 or implicitly 19 . However, such reduced representations are ill-de ned when the angle of rotations tend to zero, i.e. in the case of small rotations of the hand-eye device.
Therefore, we propose in this section a new formulation which handles such cases. The new formulation is inspired by the resemblance of 1 with the Sylvester equation: UV + VW = T. This matrix equation, which often occurs in system theory, is usually formulated as a linear system: U I + I WvecV = vecT: 
Algebraic analysis
From earlier work 19, 4 , we know that 2 motions with non parallel rotation axes are necessary to determine the hand-eye transformation. Our new formulation allows to give an alternative proof of this result see 1 but also allows to de ne what can be obtained when such a necessary conditions is not ful lled.
In this section, we determine what can be obtained using, rst, only pure translations, second, two independent pure rotations of the robot, third, two independent planar motions i.e. containing the same rotational part and two independent translations andnally two independent general motions with non parallel rotation axes. The results of this study are summed up in Table 1 .
Pure Let us now study the rst subsystem. One of the properties of the Kronecker product is that the eigenvalues of M N are the product of the eigenvalues of M by those of N. In our case, R ai and R bi have the same eigenvalues: f1; e ii ; e ,ii g and thus the eigenvalues of R ai R bi are: f1; 1; 1; e ii ; e ii ; e ,ii ; e ,ii ; e 2ii ; e ,2ii g. Conse- quently, when the angle of rotation i is not a multiple of , then the matrix I 9 , R ai R bi has rank 6.
In the case of two or more independent rotations, the subsystem has rank 8 the proof can be found in 1 .
Let v be a vector of its kernel and V = vec ,1 v the associated 3 3 matrix. This matrix V is invertible and its column are orthogonal see 1 but has not a unit determinant. Hence, the solution of the system is the normalized matrix based on V:
In practice, v can be determined using a Singular Value Decomposition SVD which i s k n o wn to accurately estimate the kernel of a linear mapping.
In conclusion, in the case of two or more pure rotations of the robot, the hand-eye rotation and translation can be completely recovered and their numerical estimations are decoupled. Notice that by inverting the roles of the robot and the camera, one obtains the same results in the case of pure rotations of the camera for the recovery of the eye-hand transformation.
Planar motions In this case, all the camera resp. robot rotations are equal: R ai = R a1 resp. R bi = R b1 and have the same rotation axis n a resp. n b , which is orthogonal to the plane of motion. Considering two motions i = 1 ::2, the system in 10 thus general motions with non-parallel axes, there exist a unique solution to the hand-eye calibration problem. Using our formulation, we could therefore solve the whole system in 10 with a linear least-square minimization technique. However, this solution is not independent of the physical unit used for the translation 21 and since it provides a solution which does not guarantee that the estimated R x is an orthogonal matrix. Then, one has to perform an orthogonalization of the result but it is improbable to nd the corresponding correction on the hand-eye translation estimation. On the opposite, a two-step solution, as in 19 , guarantees an orthogonal estimate of the hand-eye rotation. Indeed, the rst step consists in determining the handeye rotation as in the case of pure rotations, which had this property. As for the second step, it consists in the estimation of the hand-eye translation knowing the estimated hand-eye rotation using a linear least-square minimization. Notice that, here, the solution is not decoupled any more as in the pure rotation case.
On-line hand-eye calibration
In this section, we extend the new linear formulation in order to deal with an unknown scene. As the scene General two-step solution Table 1 . Summary of the results for two independent motions.
is now unknown, pose estimation has to be replaced by a structure from motion algorithm.
In the case of a single moving calibrated camera we address here, the relevant algorithm is Euclidean 3d reconstruction 7, 1 7 , 1 3 , 18, 11, 6 . Provided that the intrinsic camera parameters are roughly determined and do not vary during the recording of an image sequence, Euclidean 3d reconstruction estimates from this sequence the structure of the scene, assumed static, and the relative motions between each of the camera positions. However, the size of the scene can not be recovered and therefore, the camera translations are estimated up to a scale factor. Since this unknown scale factor is often unique, we will only treat this case, even though our method can be easily extended to the case where several unknown scale factors are to be determined.
Assuming a single unknown scale factor, only the scaled camera translations u a i = t ai =kt a1 k are hence determined while the camera rotations R ai are fully recovered. Therefore, instead of the camera motions A i
given through pose estimation, only the scaled motions 
Experimentation
Error measurement To measure the errors in translation, we chose the usual relative error:
kt , tk=ktk, where the '^' notation represents the estimated value.
As for the errors in orientation, no canonical measure is de ned. We chose the quaternion norm used in 8 : kq , qk for its simplicity and its direct relation to , the angle of the residual rotation between these two orientations. Indeed, ifq and q are unitary, then kq , qk = 2 , 2 cos 2 .
As no ground-truth value is available for comparison, we compared, for each motion i, A i X and XB i .
We then aggregated all these errors into RMS errors. M3. We also performed classical hand-eye calibration by replacing the rst stage of M1 by the SVD based solution M4. Finally, using the same points, extracted from the calibration grid, but not its 3d model, we applied the on-line hand-eye calibration method M5. The Euclidean 3d reconstruction method we used is the one proposed in 6 .
The results obtained for a trajectory of 33 positions are given in Figure 5 . These positions were chosen as far as possible from each other according to the advice given in 19 . It can be seen that M4 gives the smallest error in rotation due to the e ciency of the SVD and thus obtains also a reduced error in translation. As for M5, it gives larger errors, as expected since the 3d model is not used. However, the degradation is rather small. Experiment 2 In a second experiment, we tested M5 with more realistic images. Four positions were de ned where the images shown in Figure 6 were taken. In the rst image, points were extracted and then tracked during the motion between each position of the camera. Then, on-line calibration was performed upon the tracked points.
In a goal of comparison, the blocks were replaced by the calibration grid and the robot was moved anew to the four prede ned positions. Then, hand-eye calibration was performed with the images taken there.
The results of this experiment are given in Figure 7 . They show an awful behavior of the non linear minimization method, probably due to the small number of data. They also show a higher degradation of the performance of M5 compared to the others, but still in an acceptable ratio.
Conclusion
We proposed a on-line hand-eye calibration method which allows to reduce the human supervision compared with classical calibration methods. Its derivation includes a new linear formulation of classical handeye calibration which is linear and numerically e cient. From its algebraic analysis, we determined the parts of the hand-eye transformation that can be obtained from a reduced number of motions which does not allow a complete calibration.
However, one di culty with the Euclidean 3d reconstruction with a moving camera is to be able to nd reliable point correspondences between images. The method proposed in 6 solves this problem by tracking points along the motion. However, it requires that the points are tracked from the beginning until the end of the robot trajectory. This is a hard constraint since, in practice, one hardly obtains enough points after a long trajectory.
Stereo-vision may o er the answer to this problem since it was shown that Euclidean reconstruction can be performed, without any prior knowledge, from two rigid motions of a stereo pair 9 . This is fully in coherence with our constraints. Moreover, this kind of method releases the constraint on the presence of points along the whole sequence of images.
Finally, there is a pending question which w as never answered: What are the motions for on-line handeye calibration that yield the higher numerical accuracy ?"
